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So, where did our dancers get to in 2019?
This time last year we had tales of Paula’s
adventures in Cuba and Mongolia, of Gisela's ten
days in Cambodia, Anne’s dancing in the USA and
Martin and Pam's trip across seven or so European
countries.
So in 2019 we have feedback from Cyndie from
Australia and Iran, Louise in Tibet, Anne in Armenia
and Georgia and Pam & Martin in Ireland.

With 2020 foresight we might ask where will
we be this time next year!!
One of our contributions has a dance focus - the
others were either lifestyle choices or just
indulgence, OK they were holidays!
Either way we hope that you indulge yourself in
their travels . read on .. .. starting with Cyndie .. ..
Travels to Lake Eyre and Iran
This year 2019 my travels have consisted of a
midyear, hastily booked trip with Outback Spirit, to
see Lake Eyre [Kati Thanda] filling up with the
waters from the rivers Georgina, Diamantina and
Coopers Creek.

The basin covers one sixth of Australia across four
states and from the air it appears as a series of
paintings:
Lake Eyre country from the aeroplane
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Cyndie - continued
The drive from Williams Creek to Maree, real
desert country was for me never dull, and gave for
me an increased reverence for those intrepid
explorers thirsty for that inland sea of their dreams.
My next visit was to Iran in October. What a bad
press Iran gets from the news with arrests of
foreigners sending a drone over the military zone.
In common with the rest of our group I left my
drone at home! We were met with the kindest and
most welcoming people in the world. We had to
cover our hair and we played with our coloured
scarfs to good effect.

and moving further east ... with Louise
Around Mount Kailash in Tibet
In September this year my partner Laurie and I,
together with five friends, spent 3 weeks in Tibet
during which we visted Mt Kailash. We had long
wanted to do the Kora, a three day pilgrimage walk
around Mount Kailash, the world's most holy
Mountain, sacred to Buddhists, Bons (an ancient
Tibetan religion), Hindus and Jains.

The beauty of the buildings, palaces, mosques,
mosaics, water gardens was a delight. The music
haunting. The sense of an ancient civilisation and
its poets abound. The shrine to the poet Haviz is
frequented from people all over Iran, old and
young. They sit on the steps reading to each other
his poetry.
What a safe place to be – except that crossing the
road does require skill – clutching the arm of a
local or charging ahead with the group, waving at
the drivers to stop!
The food was delicious, saffron rice well prepared
and the use of pomegranate to make a sauce,
intriguing.

Travelling by road from Kathmandu in Nepal we
entered Tibet and made the long journey across
the Tibetan plateau past a multitude of yaks to the
very high small town of Darchen, the starting point
for the trek.

We went to busy cities like Shiraz and Isfahan
famous for its central square and its palace lit up at
night and also the bridges, their archways glowing
gold reflecting in the river, and also travelled to
smaller towns and caravanserais.
From Kashan we set out into the Marangab desert
where we mingled with dromedaries, reasonably
tame, and walked on the salt lake not unlike Lake
Eyre.
Our two and a half weeks there was so packed
with such exotic places to see, it was a sad
farewell as we departed Tehran in the setting sun
lighting up those minarets for the last time.
Cyndie Innes

Our wonderful young Tibetan guide, Tenpa
organized everything for the trek and we set off the
following morning walking alongside hundreds of
pilgrims. Many of the Indian Hindu pilgrims were
accompanied by colorfully adorned horses as they
do the Kora on horseback due to the extreme
altitude of over 5000 metres.

On this first day we followed a long valley for 7
hours up to Dirak Phu Monastery and campsite.

From here we had spectacular views of the north
face of 6,700 metre Mount Kailash and shared the
campsite with a family of marmots who poked their
heads out of holes in the early morning sunshine.

After a day in Dirak Phu visiting the impressive
monastery and taking in the many moods of Mount
Kailash, we set off next morning leaving behind
most of the Indian pilgrims and walked uphill with
mostly Tibetans to the high pass of Drolma La at
5,600m. Some Tibetans were completing the Kora
by doing full body prostrations and prayers, an
extraordinary sight.

The top of the pass was adorned with thousands of
prayer flags and a spectacular view of glaciers,
rock pillars and small turquoise glacial lakes below.
An easy descent on a big trail brought us to Zuktul
Puk a large monastery built on the site of a
meditation cave used by renowned monks. We
camped on a lush green meadow near the river
and enjoyed the evening light on the surrounding
mountains.
To complete the circuit, we walked back to
Darchen the following morning on an easy track,
giving us plenty of time to reflect on why the
mountain was so holy for so many. Although not
Budhists, we were also touched by the special
spirtuality of Mount Kailash. Completing the Kora
was more than a trek, it was a realization of a life
long dream.
Louise Scott
and next to the west with Anne Griffiths -->

Dance and Culture Tour to Armenia - and
Georgia
Having heard so much about dance and culture
tours organized by Tineke Van Geel in recent
years and having been unable to join friends from
PID on those tours, I was very keen to register for
her Dance and Culture Tour to Armenia in May
2019. Nina very quickly put up her hand to join me.
As it was only a 10 day tour in Armenia we decided
to extend our time away with a visit to Georgia for
the week before the start of the tour in Yerevan
(Armenian capital). They proved to be two very
different experiences as we organized Goergia
ourselves and lived in cheaper accommodation in
the older part of Tbilisi – whereas Tineke
organized everything extremely well to the last
detail in Armenia – and we could sit back, relax
and enjoy the ride.
We decided to travel through Doha on Qatar Air to
Tbilisi (Georgian capital) and then included an
overnight train ride from Tbilisi to Yerevan, crossing
the border around midnight – which was an
experience in itself. Approaching Yerevan slowly by
train with the sunrise and Mt Ararat in the
background was a very spectacular introduction to
that beautiful mountain which literally seems to
hover over Yerevan.

The history of both countries is dominated by their
existence as Christian communities surrounded by
countries with Islam as the main religion, and the
fact that they were both incorporated into the
USSR after WW2. As a result there are still many
churches that survived the Russian occupation, but
the architecture, design and ornamentation of the
churches was very different in each country. In
both countries there were also signs of decay in
many older buildings, especially in the cities, which
were subdivided under Soviet rule and not
maintained; and in the country, factories that had
been closed and left as empty shells, along with
half-built houses, after the fall of the Soviet Union.
We didn’t book much prior to our trip in Tbiisi
except for a day tour which took us around many
interesting sites. We asked to be dropped off on
our return in Mtskheta and found our own
accommodation that night. We saw the first of
many churches on this tour and for me the most
impressive was also the simplest – Jvari Monastery
which has sat, unchanged, perched on a hillside
overlooking the valley where two rivers meet at
Mtskheta since the 6th century. it is very small and
was the first church built in Georgia.

Also included on that day trip was a visit to
Uplistsikhe, the site of an old town where the
houses were carved out of the hillside and where
up to 20,000 people lived in the 12th century. Other
than that tour we took some of the free walking
around parts of the old town of Tbilisi, “treated”
ourselves to a hot sulphur bath and massage in
one of the very old bath houses over the sulphur
springs in Tiblisi; sampled as many different dishes
as we could - and we also found ourselves a
Georgian dance class. The lady from Georgian
Dance Club who organized this was so struck by
Nina’s ability and enthusiasm that she encourages
people on her facebook page to take a look and
inspiration from this awesome lady from Australia!
It was a fun lesson – and a good introduction to
some difficult Georgian rhythms and steps.

Our arrival in Yerevan meant the start of our dance
and culture tour. We were a group of 22 - most
were from Holland or Germany but there were also
2 American women, and everyone mixed well
together. We had three sessions of teaching at a
local dance school with Gagik Kinosyan, who is
very active in preserving traditional song and
dance throughout Armenia. His focus was on what
he referred to as “dances from western Armenian”
– ie areas nearer the Black Sea which had been
lost to Turkey during and after the 1st World War.
In this respect they were quite different from the
more delicate women’s dances that Tineke herself
specializes in teaching, and which are in the PID
repertoire. None of them were particularly difficult
but some of the rhythms were unusual. We haven’t
managed to go through them as yet but I hope
they might eventually be introduced to PID.
Tineke arranged some walking tours around
Yerevan and we were free to explore ourselves in
the afternoons. We visited the Armenian Genocide

Museum, which was extremely moving in its
simplicity of design, and very challenging in its
content. The place where everyone gathered in the
evenings was around a spectacular music, light
and water show in the huge Republic Square, built
by the Russians. There were musicians there
occasionally and we saw some locals joining in
with great gusto with some dancing I was surprised
to see how modern Yerevan is compared to Tbilisi
but I understand that this is partly due to the
massive amounts of funding sent by Armenian
diaspora living in such countries as the US.

We toured Armenia for 5 days and crossed some
very different countryside – from the plains around
Yerevan, rich wine and fruit growing areas
(especially apricots!), and up to high mountain
passes where people were picking local herbs to
be dried and sold at the markets. We visited a
stone circle that is older than Stonehenge and, in
another area, some caves that had a thriving
population through the 19th and 20th centuries
until the last people were moved out in the 1950’s.
As in Georgia we saw several old churches –
including a visit to the ancient Tatev monastery and
university complex, high up in the hills, which we
reached via a 5km ride in a cable car. – The Wings
of Tatev.
The highlight of the tour for me was seeing
Selimkaravanserai, which dates from the 14th
Century. It lies at 2400m, nestled into the hillside
and was a stopping place for traders and travellers
on the Old Silk Road.

One thing I haven’t mentioned is the food and
associated dancing. Most of our meals were
organized by Tineke and we had some lovely
meals in some beautiful restaurants, two of which
had musicians and an opportunity to dance; others
were overlooking flowing mountain streams, and
we had one meal in someone’s home. She also
arranged for a local dance group, comprised of
graceful young dancers, to join us for a party night
up in the mountains.
To summarise – it was fun and relatively easy
finding our own way around Georgia/Tbilisi, and it’s
a country I would like to explore more, especially
the hiking opportunities it offers. I would also highly
recommend a tour organised by Tineke. Her tour
was very comprehensive in what it offered, from
the dancing to all the different and varied cultural
components - and she had a wonderful and very
knowledgeable local guide working with her. I very
much look forward to learning more Armenian
dances with her when she comes to Perth in 2020.
Anne Griffiths
Arghh Begorrah - follow that!
Well a trip to Ireland cannot really compete with
the above but this is some of Martin and Pam's
feedback from their holiday in ireland.
We had a great motor-home holiday in Ireland in
2019 - 8 weeks, mostly spent in the Republic,
bookended by a week in Wales, 10 days in
Scotland and some time in England.
After 2018, when we sweated our way around
mainland Europe, we decided to head for Ireland to
find a bit of 'coolth'. Well, we definitely succeeded
there!! It was really wet and cold in June at the
start of the trip and while it reached over 46ºC in
France we got to a top of 26ºC with forty shades of
green; not that Ireland really seemed much
greener than Wales or England!
We had a fabulous holiday but virtually no dance,
just a few music sessions in pubs and clubs and a
few roadside characters:

We did have a couple of blue-sky days which we did
make the most of. The weather changed so quickly
and would generally improve throughout the day and
we had some really sparkling evenings - very long
evenings ending with great sun-sets.
Other than the weather we were really impressed with
Ireland; its people, its roads, its scenery, its
architecture - just the whole ambiance.

'Tourism Ireland' recommend following the 'Wild Atlantic
Way' a defined coastal tourist route of 2,500 kms and we
did follow a lot of it - it included iconic places like The
Ring of Kerry, Galway Bay, Dingle Peninsular, The
Burren, Connemara and Donegal. Most of the time it
didn't seem very 'wild' though. We hardly saw a decent
wave on the whole holiday - not like Perth.
Of the cities, we did go to Dublin - on 2 wet June days of
11ºC & 13ºC maxima - and to Derry in Northern Ireland,
which we liked; we visited all six of the major National
Parks - they were fantastic.

One thing that really shocked us was the huge
number of ruined abbeys, churches and monasteries.
Quite challenging at first, just shells of places of
worship and contemplation; at once haunting, moving
and intimidating. After a while we just got inured to all
that destruction.

The Irish - a way with words
Whether they kiss the Blarney Stone or not, the Irish
do have a way with words - it's more than folklore;
probably it's in their DNA or possibly just part of their
culture? There were lots of imaginative names too;
coaches became 'Paddy Wagons' or 'The Wild
Rover'. There were pub names like 'The Cross Bar' at
an Irish footy field & a roadside hotel called 'The Way
Inn'. We were less keen on the name 'Gastropub'
seen in Kinsale!
And was this a sign to get motorists to slow down or a
just fact of Irish pedestrian life?

Irish Roads
They drive on the left and distances are in kilometres
which suited us. We covered over 4,250 kms of them
in Ireland. The roads were great; good coverage,
well engineered, good surfaces mainly, good
classification of motorways, main National roads,
Regional roads and minor roads. The drivers were
good too for the most part.
The road signs were very similar to signs back home
- very non-UK, but logical - well most of them were.
Some definitely had a touch of the Irish in them!!

and how specific was that! At €300 or so it was a lot
cheaper if you didn't clear up after your dog. At Fore
Abbey there was even a verbal message triggered as
you walked past the sign, lateral thinking, so novel!!
And just in case you were deaf or couldn't read they
also had visual hints on the pavements.

One frequent sign at bad bends or on narrow bridges
was 'Oncoming Traffic in the Middle of the Road'.
They were right too most of the time!!

Brexit seemed to cause no real concern but there
was a lot of interest in a 'No Border' solution.

We had the usual fun with our SatNavs which
seemed to favour short cuts, usually involving minor
roads; there are lots of those in Ireland and they're
generally narrow. So we had foliage scraping down
both sides of the van and grass growing up the
middle of the road!! Sometimes we would meet
hikers or people on horseback who greeted us like
old friends and were not the least fazed by a 2.6m
wide motor-home coming down their narrow lane!!
Overall if we met trucks and tractors it was generally
at fortuitous spots. Perhaps there really is a Patron
Saint of Motor-homes that was looking after us!

Shopping - supermarkets had so much produce that
was sourced locally and there seemed to be high
taxes on products with a high sugar content. Over the
whole holiday we found that even if the high streets
were run down there were always hair and nail
salons, betting shops, tattoo parlours, coffee shops
and bars!! They were thriving. Is that a mirror to
modern life?

There were a few challenges such as the road from
Kenmare to Killarny which was closed in the National
Park. For us it ended up being a blessing as the
narrow N7, a main artery, was empty. It had superb
scenery - through Moll's Gap, Lady's View, with lots of
deer and the National Park lakes at the bottom where
we had a quiet picnic lunch by the water.

Lifestyle things and changes of scenery - petrol
outlets did not seem to be associated with retailers
such as Sainsbury's or Woolworths. We also found it
strange that launderettes would often be in car parks
at shopping complexes - out in the open - just a stack
of very big washing machines and driers!!

We then retraced our steps and drove to Black Valley
and down the Gap of Dunloe. A very narrow road that is
meant for jaunting cars - we did it in our 6 metre long
motor home and yes we did meet horses and traps
coming the other way - lots of warnings at the start. It
was a stunning drive.
'An Ghaelitacht' as a roadsign meant we were entering
a Gaelic speaking area - and there were lots of them,
large areas too. We heard much spoken Gaelic and the
road signs used Gaelic names. So we'd be going to
Dungloe but all the signs said 'An Clochán Liath',
Maghery became 'An Mhachaire', Donegal was 'Dun na
Ngall'. Not very intuitive and goodness knows how you
pronounce them. And what do all those "Kils", "Drums",
"Cashels" and "Ballys" mean in the Anglicised names?
Fines, Rubbish and other Cultural Clutter
Some places were very clean and tidy, some were not.
The littering fines seemed quite high and there was an
almost complete lack of litter bins in the Republic. Lots
of 'No Dumping' signs so obviously it wasn't just us who
had a problem with rubbish.

Fine but not so fine - We saw a sign in
Ballyvaughan announcing that the fine for not having
a dog on a lead was €1269.74, now that's expensive

Wildlife - We did see quite a lot of wildlife - raptors,
hares, deer, heron, wagtails, swallows and finches
everywhere. The country abounded in superb fuchsia
and hydrangeas and very healthy gunnera.

Gardens would often be large but we didn't see any
orchards or fruit trees, no apples, plums or pear
trees. and very few allotments & no Public Footpaths.
Yellow boxes there were so many yellow boxes in
towns - seemed a bit of a fetish. They worked though.
The sea temperature; I
did go for two swims
during our 8 weeks in
Ireland - Keem Beach
and Portsalon. Not sure
what
the
sea
temperature was but it
didn't feel too bad.
Most others were in wet
suits though!!
Link to some pictures &
overnight stops
<<- moonrise over Keem Beach

After an amazing time in Ireland we took a ferry and
toured the south west corner of Scotland before
returning to Edinburgh for the first time in 50 yrs!!
Martin Williams

